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I T ' S  NOT  JUST  ONE  DAY



New employee onboarding is the
process of integrating a new
employee with a company and its
culture, as well as getting a new
hire the tools and information
needed to become a productive
member of the team. employee
onboarding is the key transitional
period of acclimating a new hire
to the organization's values,
culture, systems, and processes.

WHAT IS EMPLOYEE
ONBOARDING?
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In some organizations, onboarding is
confused with orientation and skews
more administrative than strategic.
Many think of orientation as the
necessary paperwork and other
routine tasks that must be completed
for each new employee. This is
actually the smaller and lesser part of
onboarding which is a comprehensive
process involving management and
other employees that can last up to
12 months.

GET ONBOARD

58%  
of organizations say
their onboarding
program
is focused on
processes 
and paperwork



Successful onboarding is a
key part of any talent
management strategy. With
the high cost of recruiting ,
business leaders must
understand that effectively
integrating new hires into the
organization is an important
step to ensure their success. 

Understanding who owns the
onboarding process as a
whole and who controls
various steps in the process
is vital to onboarding
success and sustainability
over time.

The average cost of hiring
an employee is between
$4,000.00 and $5,000.00. 
 Effective onboarding will
result in a faster learning
curve for new hires, and a
more productive and
engaged workforce.  



Finding the best candidates for positions in
your organization is only part of building an
effective team. The process of onboarding new
employees can be one of the most critical
factors in ensuring recently hired talent will
be productive, contented workers. 

Doing the basics of setting up new hires with
proper office equipment, an email address and
having access to software does very little to
set them up for success—or retention. 

Proper Onboarding =
Employee Retention

 

Onboarding new hires at an organization
should be a strategic process because how
employers handle the first few days and
months of a new employee's experience is
crucial to ensuring high retention.

Employees who have a negative
onboarding experience are twice as

likely to begin looking for new
opportunities within the year.



The talent market is tight, and your talent
acquisition team is working hard to attract,
assess, and close top talent for your
organization. Candidate experience is a big
part of that. When talent acquisition passes
the baton, onboarding extends the candidate
experience into the employee experience.
This handoff is critical to engaging and
retaining talent.

One of the most important ways that
organizations can improve the effectiveness
of their talent management systems is
through the strategic use of onboarding. After
you have invested so much in the effective
recruitment and selection of an employee –
don’t stop here!  



In many organizations, however, the
onboarding process doesn’t help new hires
acclimate into the organization and employees
are left to figure it out on their own. The sink
or swim strategy in which new employees often
struggle to figure out precisely what is
expected of their role and a lack of clear
understanding of company norms and their new
workplace only leads to frustration for
employees and managers alike and an endless
stream of turnover.

A more structured, strategic employee
onboarding process will not only help you
retain the talent you’ve worked so hard to
recruit, but it will also help employees reach
full productivity faster.

Is Your Business Using the
 Sink or Swim Method?



 When will onboarding start?
 How long will it last?
 What impression do you want new hires
to walk away with at the end of the first
day?
 What do new employees need to know
about the culture and work environment?
 What role will HR play in the process?
What about direct managers? Co-
workers?
 What kind of goals do you want to set
for new employees?
 How will you gather feedback on the
program and measure its success?

Starting the Process

 Before implementing a formal onboarding
program, companies should answer several

important questions to achieve buy-in from other
employees and the management team, including: 



Employee preboarding is important as it sets the
stage for what comes next and shows a new hire that
they have made the right choice in selecting your
company as a place of employment.
Consider this a pre-first impression of day one at
work.  Preboarding should include a welcome email
to your new hire, sharing your excitement to have
them on the team, and providing some details around
next steps. This may include:

• Details for first day success (building entry details,
arrival time, itinerary of the day)
• A link to complete new hire paperwork
• A mentor/buddy introduction
• Team Introduction
• Information including history of the business, team,
core values and culture
• Request for technology preferences (standing desk,
Mac vs. PC, etc.)

PRE-ONBOARDING:
Onboarding Before

the First Day



The two main goals on the
first day should be setting
expectations and
introducing objectives.

Employees need to have
clear ideas about what
their job duties and
responsibilities are on the
first day. Aligning
expectations is critical. 

New employees need to get
to know the job and get to
know their new co-workers.
Social interaction is
critical. 

The worst thing for a new
employee is being wooed
through the recruiting
process and then arriving
on the job and the
receptionist isn't even
expecting you or your
office isn't set up.

The First Day

Employees
who know
what to
expect from
their
company's
culture and
work
environment
make better
decisions
that are
more aligned
with the
accepted
practices of
the company.



With a strong preboarding experience, your new
hire’s first day can be filled with meaningful
introductions, early learning, and celebration.

Possible options include any and all of the
following:

• Later arrival and coffee/tea with the hiring
manager
• Office tour and team introductions.  Include an
organizational chart.
• Team lunch
• Training on tools and systems critical to the
role (i.e. those they will be using right away)
• First day hiring manager check-in to review
role responsibilities and goals

Possible First Day Options



To keep existing team members from resenting
a new employee, make sure roles and
responsibilities are outlined for the entire team.  
Sometimes existing team members could feel
threatened that someone new could take over
their responsibilities. So it's a good idea to
clarify the position of the new hire as well as
the positions of other team members whose
work is closely related, how they'll interact with
each other, and how projects will run.

The Importance of Involving
 Other Team Members



The First Week:
Rather than overloading your new hires with
information on their first day, spread things out
over a week or so.

• Insights into the company culture
• Information about company history
• Product training
• Request for initial onboarding feedback (and use
it to improve your program)
• Buddy check-in
• Additional training on tools and systems relevant
to the role
• Day 7 check-in to recognize successes and
identify areas where the new hire may need some
additional help

60%
of companies

fail to set
milestones or
goals for new

hires.



It's important for HR to
have a one-month check-
in to make sure that that
the new employee is
comfortable, happy and
engaged.  Reviewing and
giving thoughtful
feedback on your new
hire's early contributions
are also important during
onboarding. 

If you aren't
communicating what new
hires are supposed to be
doing and arming them
with the tools to do it
properly, you're setting
them up to fail.  

The First 30 Days



 
Mentors

It is important for new hires to have chosen a
mentor by the end of the first month.  Peer mentors
provide “safe havens” for new employees to ask
questions, gain knowledge and explore the culture.
They can influence new hires by not only sharing
information but also serving as role models to be
emulated and serve to help new employees learn the
ropes. A mentor can teach new employees about the
organization, offer advice, help with job instruction,
and provide support in social and political terms.
Research has shown that new employees are more
likely to have learned and internalized the key values
of their organization’s culture if they have spent time
with a mentor. Mentoring programs can be as simple
as assigning a new employee a go-to person or
having an elaborate team of mentors for any
questions that might arise. 

Surveys overwhelmingly show that having a buddy or
mentor at work is very important when getting started.



Research and conventional wisdom both suggest
that employees get about 90 days to prove
themselves in a new job. The faster new hires feel
welcome and prepared for their jobs, the faster
they will be able to successfully contribute to the
firm’s mission.  Strong employee onboarding
programs extend out 90 days to help new hires
fully ramp.

• Day 30, 60, and 90 check-ins recognize successes
and identify areas where the new hire may need
some additional help
• Ongoing training and development
• Request for additional onboarding feedback (and
use it to improve your program)
• Buddy check-ins (once per week for the first
month, once or twice per month thereafter)

First 90 days: 



It may be advisable to
conduct another check-
in between three and six
months depending on
the employee and the
role.  Unfortunately,
only 15 percent of
companies continue
onboarding after six
months. Remember,
nearly 90 percent of
employees decide
whether to stay or go
within that first six
months. You have a huge
impact on that choice.
Sometimes you just have
to show that you
sincerely care.  This can
go a long way with
building loyalty and
trust.

The First Three to Six Months



An employee's performance at the end of the first
year will prove if they're fully productive,  Now you
can plan for future development. Show them what
their career looks like at the company. 

The end of the first year is when traditional
onboarding transitions into retention and employee
satisfaction. 

At this point, you shift the focus from on-the-job
training to continuous development. It's also a great
time to have the compensation conversation.
Your new hires will thank you for setting them up on
the path to success and your company will be well
on its way to turning those new hires into seasoned
employees.

The First Year



Compliance is the lowest level and includes
teaching employees basic legal and policy-related
rules and regulations.

Clarification refers to ensuring that employees
understand their new jobs and all related
expectations. Measures of role clarity are among
the most consistent predictors of job satisfaction
and organizational commitment during the
onboarding process.

Culture is a broad category that includes providing
employees with a sense of organizational norms—
both formal and informal.

Connection refers to the vital interpersonal
relationships and information networks that new
employees must establish. New employees need to
feel socially comfortable and accepted by their
peers and superiors. Research has long found
acceptance by peers to be an indicator of
adjustment. Integration into one’s work group is
positively related to commitment 

The Four C’s of Employee Onboarding:



Support Tools and Processes are 
Invaluable for Onboarding Success

Support tools and processes
are necessary both during
and after the orientation.  A
written onboarding plan. A
formal document, or
roadmap, that outlines the
specific timeline, goals,
responsibilities and support
available to new hires will
help them succeed because
it spells out what they
should do and what
assistance they can expect.
The most effective
onboarding plans are usually
written, communicated to all
members of the company,
consistently applied and
tracked over time.



Implement the basics prior to the first day on
the job.
Make the first day on the job special.
Use formal orientation programs.
Develop a written onboarding plan.
Make onboarding participatory
 Be sure your program is consistently
implemented.
Ensure that the program is monitored over
time.
Use technology to facilitate the process. 
Use milestones, such as 30, 60, 90 and 120
days on the job—and up to one year post-
organizational entry—to check in on
employee progress. 
Engage stakeholders in planning. 
Include key stakeholder meetings as part of
the program.
Be crystal clear with new employees in terms
of objectives, timelines, roles and
responsibilities 

Best Practices for Onboarding
 To Help Make Your Program a Success:



A structured, strategic employee onboarding program
requires more effort than a strictly administrative
onboarding process, but the return on investment is
there. When done right, it can accelerate time to
productivity, increase engagement, and improve
retention. Each organization’s program may vary to
cater to its unique needs, but the goal remains the
same: provide new hires with the foundation they
need to succeed in their new roles.



HR Catalyst Consulting 
Helps You Solve Your HR Issues

 So You Can Grow

You want to grow your business, but people issues are
getting in the way.  At HR Catalyst, people strategy is our
business. We create and implement custom HR plans so

you can get back to growing your business.

Contact Us for a Complimentary Consultation
 www.hrcatalystconsulting.com

Mark Mitford - mmitford@hrcatalystconsulting.com
!

What People Problems Are Keeping
 Your Business From Growing?

Are You Frustrated
By High Employee

Turnover?

Are Your Leaders
Equipped To

Drive Company
Growth?

Are You
Overwhelmed By The
Performance Review

Process?

Do You Have a
Solid Data Driven

Compensation
Strategy?



Missing or overly vague job descriptions
Flawed hiring processes
Missing employee handbook
Under-investment in employee training and development
Failure to document employee feedback
Ignoring or Misunderstanding standard employment laws
Compensation issues

HR mistakes can cost SMBs both time and money. These
unintentional missteps arise when small business owners and
management teams unknowingly stray from HR laws and best
practices.

The seven oversights here are some of the most commonplace
small business HR mistakes:

Having the proper HR
processes saves you time and
helps avoid costly mistakes.
Our HR Starter Kit gives you
the basic forms you need,
along with explanations for
using them.  Now you can get
back to running your business!  
See what's included here

Small businesses can get overwhelmed when they lack the
basic HR processes to run and grow the company

 

The Hidden Cost of Small Businss HR Mistakes:

www.hrcatalystconsulting.com

https://hrcatalystconsulting.com/what-we-do/the-hr-starter-kit/
https://hrcatalystconsulting.com/what-we-do/the-hr-starter-kit/

